
Living on the edge

a) Living on the edge

b) Lovers Lane

c) Life in the balance

d) A mobile in the wind

(instrumental)

e) Walking in the twilight

f) A face in the crowd

g) Diversion

h) You stole my heart

i) Trapped (instrumental)

j) Breaking out (instrumental)

k) The lonely road

l) Living on the edge (reprise)

m) Into the Abyss

a) Living on the edge

Walking in the dark

I'm lurking like a shark

driving with no brake

your life is at stake

Skating on the ice

you know I'm thinking twice

bearing all the sins

filling all my bins

Living on the edge

trying to escape

tread softly my dear

things aren't always clear

Basking in the sun

my mind is on the run

you left me behind

now I'm running blind

Living on the edge

trying to escape

tread softly my dear

things aren't always clear

b) Lovers Lane

I'm not suppose to be here

but I just can't keep away

it just couldn't be more clear

but I love to watch 'em play

I don't play the lovers game

walking down the lovers lane

and though the dream is far off

gone

It still keeps me hanging on

I'm just a lonely rider

and dreams are coming so close

I'm just a holy diver

so close to an overdose

I don't play the lovers game

walking down the lovers lane

and though the dream is far off

gone

It still keeps me hanging on
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c) Life in the balance

Life in the balance

dancing on the edge

hope there's a fair chance

to be fully fledged

Life in the balance

hanging by a thread

just like a silly mobile

blowing in the wind

Life in the balance

Life in the balance

Life in the balance

beauty lies ahead

hope there's a fair chance

or will it be torn to shreds

Life in the balance

Life in the balance

Life in the balance

Life in the balance

d) A mobile in the wind

(instrumental)

e) Walking in the twilight

How can I trust the future

where can I go see the light

when there is found no cure

we got to keep on the fight

Smiling in the daylight

singing like a lark

walking in the twilight

dabbling with the dark

I'm just a part time zombie

I can only dance at night

and still I hope you'd come by

to shed your eternal light

Smiling in the daylight

singing like a lark

walking in the twilight

dabbling with the dark

Smiling in the daylight

singing like a lark

walking in the twilight

dabbling with the dark

f) A face in the crowd

You're just a face in the crowd

I once loved you, but now

I'm just a tree in the wood

I couldn't reach you if I would

Like the grains of sand on the

beach

we have no goal nor no plan

we have no other place to go or to

stay

we are soon to be washed away
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You're just a face in the crowd

you'd ignore me, no doubt

I will walk away in shame

cause I lost that stupid game

Like the grains of sand on the

beach

we have no goal nor no plan

we have no other place to go or to

stay

we are soon to be washed away

g) Diversion

Diversion - try not to think

diversion - try not to feel

diversion - try not to sink

diversion - trying to heal

diversion - there's more to gain

diversion - don't mind the pain

diversion - pushing ahead

diversion - try to forget

diversion - look at the sun

diversion - look at the moon

diversion - I'm on the run

diversion - trapped in a room

h) You stole my heart

You showed me gold

but I grew too old

I got too greedy

and you got too speedy

You stole my heart

you've torn it apart

my love lies bleeding

my time is exceeding

I played charade

but I was too late

you saw me falling

and you heard me calling

You stole my heart

you've torn it apart

my love lies bleeding

my time is exceeding

You stole my heart

and you've torn it apart

my love lies bleeding

my time is exceeding

i) Trapped (instrumental)

j) Breaking out (instrumental)
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k) The lonely road

We're looking back

and we look ahead

we watch the sky

and we watch ourselves

I try to walk

and I try to sit

I close my eyes

and I look inside

The lonely road is all there's left

blue eyes, honesty and theft

not a stone has been left

unturned

and the candles have all been

burned

We lie and cheat

and betray ourselves

deny defeat

and everyone else

We trust the lies

we don't want the truth

the time will fly

and rob off the youth

The lonely road is all there's left

blue eyes, honesty and theft

not a stone has been left

unturned

and the candles have all been

burned

We know the road

but we don't wanna go

we drag away

there's no point in to stay

The lack of light

and the lack of love

we start to fight

oh my Lord above

The lonely road is all there's left

blue eyes, honesty and theft

not a stone has been left

unturned

and the candles have all been

burned

The lonely road is all there's left

blue eyes, honesty and theft

not a stone has been left

unturned

and the candles have all been

burned
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l) Living on the edge (reprise)

Basking in the sun

my mind is on the run

you left me behind

now I'm running blind

Living on the edge

trying to escape

tread softly my dear

things aren't always clear

Living on the edge

trying to escape

tread softly my dear

things aren't always clear

m) Into the Abyss

I watch in silence

as we fight among ourselves

we're living on the edge

but we don't seem to care much

Into the abyss we're falling

slowly just like in a dream

into the abyss we're falling

slowly and never to be seen

I watch the violence

on the screen every single night

we're living on the edge

but we don't seem to care much

Into the abyss we're falling

slowly just like in a dream

into the abyss we're falling

slowly and never to be seen

Into the abyss we're falling

slowly just like in a dream

into the abyss we're falling

slowly and never to be seen

I never really saw it as a problem

I mean, people have their ways

I never wanted to interfere with

anyone

how could I know it'll turn out

this way
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